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ABSTRACT: An extensive database of more than 530 actual international case histories of deep excavations
mainly in soft ground is the basis of this study. The measured retaining wall and ground movements of all ex
cavations were analyzed taking into account the soil and groundwater conditions, the geometric configuration as
well as the support system and theexcavation method used in each case. The database is used to analyze empiri
cally the behaviour of retaining wall systems and to examine the main parameters influencing the performance
of deep excavations. Special focus is set to identify relationships between wall and ground movements and the
kind of retaining system and excavation method us`ed. The results are compared with previous empirical studies.
1 INTR_ODUCTION

The behaviour of deep excavations depends on a great

number of geotechnical and geometrical boundary
conditions and influence factors that partly eclipse
each other. A methodical approach to identify the
main factors decisively influencing the deformation
behaviour of deep excavations is the empirical analy
sis of the movements observed by measurements at a
great number of case histories. Peckfs (1969) well
known state-of-the-art-report has been an initial for
several other similar empirical studies. As each case is
influenced by ancillary parameters like workmanship
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Figure 2. Example of a 14 m deep building pit in urban area
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deep excavations mainly in soft and stiff ground is
collected and analyzed empirically. The' study pre
sented here concentrates on excavations in soft soil

characterized by the undrained shear strength
cu S 75 kN/m2 (example in Fig. 2). The notation of the

if 22123232 tage) symbols used is defined in Figure 1. The database is
hi [m] vertical spacing of support (struts, anchor) used te analyze actual treads In retalmng Wa-ll Per'
uw” [m] maximum horizontal wall displacement fO1`I'f1HI1C€ and to CX3.I‘Dl1'l€ [116 mail] p31'aITlCICI'S influ

UT” [ml maximum vertical displacement encing wall and ground movements. Special focus is
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N [-] number of support layers

Figure 1. Definition of symbols used in analysis.

wall and ground movements and the retaining system
and excavation method used.
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Figure 3. 'Summary of measured settlements adjacent to deep
strutted excavations (according to Peck 1969, supplemented).

2 PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL STUDIES

conditions, but also of the kind of the wall and
supporting system on the movements measured. The
study shows that the maximum settlements uf” be
hind excavations are 0.5 to 1.5 times the maximum
horizontal wall displacements u,'f‘“‘, in soft clay the
factor uf” /ug” may also be greater than 2.0 (Fig. 4).
AGoldberg’s database was expanded by Clough &_
O'Rourke (1990), who divided the_ case histories in

two categories. For stiff clays, residual soils and
sand (category I) the maximum horizontal wall dis
placements u,'{“”‘ was found to be quite independent
from the wall type with 0.2%H in average, whereas
the maximum settlements uf" are 0.15%H in aver
age (Fig. 5). For soft to medium clay (category II)
Clough et al. (1989) produce a plot (Fig.13) showing
the maximum horizontal wall displacements uf”/H
in dependency of the factor of safety against basal
heave F 0S,,,,,,, and of the system stiffness K1 of re
taining wall and supportdefined as:

K1 =E1/(YW) <1>

whereas EI is the bending stiffness of the iptaining

wall, 'yw is the unit weight of water and h is the

average support spacing as defined in Figure 1. Fig
ure 13 shows that the horizontal wall movements in
crease rapidly as the risk of base heave increases and
safety factor F 0S;,a_,,, reaches unity. The influence of
the system stiffness on the wall movements. becomes
less relevant with increasing value of F 0S;,,,,_.,.

Peck (1969) developed plots of ground settlements
uv normalized by the excavation depth H against dis
tance from the excavation (Fig. 3). The ground con
ditions are identified as the main influence factor by

defining three zones. The settlements varied be
tween uv /H < 1.0% for zone I and > 2.0% for zone
III. The approach_ often used in practice was con
firmed by Lambe et al. (1970) and O'Rourke (1976,
1981) analysing additional case histories.
Goldberg et al. (1976) analysed 63 case histories in
different soils demonstrating the influence of ground
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Figure 4. Comparison of max. vertical settlements uf” behind
a retaining wall with max. horizontal displacement of the wall
u,j"°‘ (Goldberg et al. 1976).
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Figure 5. Influence of depth of excavation H on the max. hori
zontal wall displacement u,§"“" and on the max. vertical dis
placements uf” of the ground surface behind the wall of exca
vations in stiff clay and sand (Clough & O'Rourke 1990).

Besides several national reports and studies for spe

cific soil conditions (e.g. Burland et al. 1979,
Karlsrud 1986, Wong et al. 1997), Duncan & Bentler
(1998, 117 additional case histories) and Long (2001,
296 case histories) present actual and comprehensive

empirical studies. Long's study proofs for stiff soil
with u},"“"/I1 = 0.05-0.25% and u,C"‘” /H = 0-0.20%
largely the results of Clough & O’Rourke (1990). For
soft clay where there is a low factor of safety F OS;,,,_.e

large movements up to ug”/H = 3.2% occur, but fol
low broadly the trends in Clough's chart (Fig. 13).
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Figure 6. Deep excavations in soft ground: max. horizontal
wall displacement u`,j'““ vs. excavation depth H depending on
retaining wall and support system used.

3 NEW DATABASE
3.1 Data collection and subdivision
For the new database 536 intemational case histories
were collected whereby some 300 case histories are

of the decade 1991-2001. So the database may be
one of the most comprehensive and actual studies so
far. Besides own data the information were mainly
extracted from all relevant geotechnical journals and
conference proceedings. The measured retaining wall
and ground movements of each case was analyzed tak
ing into account the soil and groundwater conditions,

the geometric configuration as well as the retain
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Figure 8. Deep excavations in soft ground: max. vertical dis
placement uf” of the ground surface behind the wall depending
on the max. horizontal wall displacement u,'["“ (legend in Fig. 6).
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Figure 9. Deep excavations in soft ground: Horizontal distance
x of the point of max. vertical displacement uf” of the ground
surface from the retaining wall depending on the depth of ex

cavation H (legend in Fig. 6). ’

ing wall and support system and the excavation
method used. Very detailed tables with all specifica

tions and full references are given by Moormann
(2001) and are also easily available e.g. for further re
search activities (Moonnann 2002). The case histories
were subdivided depending on ground conditions. In

the following the analysis of data will concentrate
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Figure 7. Deep excavations in soft ground: vertical distance Z
of the point of max. horizontal wall displacement u,'["" below
ground surface depending on the depth of the excavation H
(legend in Fig. 6).

only on excavations in soft clay (153 case histories).

3.2 Analysis and interpretation of data for soft soil
To examine the main parameters influencing the per
formance of excavations in Figure 6 the max. hori
zontal wall displacement u,'{“'“ is plotted versus the
excavation depth H. The kind of wall and support is,
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as in all other diagrams, identifiable for each case
history by the symbol used (legend in Fig. 6). In soft
clay the values u,'§“"‘ (H) scatter in a wide range_indi
eating the dependency on further factors. For 40% of
the excavations itis 0.5% S gf”/H S 1% whereas for
27% of the case histories the wall displacements are
even greater (in average u,'j“'“/I-I = 0.87%. The greatest
displacements were measured for sheet pile walls. The
chosen support system is without a clear influence.

The max. horizontal wall displacement uf” is

usually observed at the depth of the final excavation

bottom (z = l.0H) or, as by 67% of the case histo
ries, in a depth z of 0.5H to 1.0H below ground sur
face (Fig. 7). For 21% of the case histories uf” was

measured at wall head.
Figure 8 shows a comparison of the max. vertical

settlements uf” behind a retaining wall with the
max. horizontal wall displacements ugm. In agree
ment to results of Goldberg et al. (1976, Fig. 4) the
quotient u§"”‘/u,f“”‘ varies mainly between 0.5 to 1.0,
max. 2.0. The postulate of Peck (1969) of a volume

constant movement (u§"“”/u,§'“'~‘ = 1.0) is not
confirmed. For deep excavations in soft clay the
max. settlement at ground surface is found to be in
dependency of the excavation depth uf”/H = 0.1
10%, in average 1.1%.

For 70% of all case histories the maximum

settlement uf” is measured in a horizontal distance
x from the retaining wall that is smaller than half the
excavation depth (x S 0.5H, Fig. 9), but in soft clay
the distance can also increase to x S 2.0H indicating
the potential danger of a far reaching impact on ad
jacent urban buildings.
The settlement profiles and the subdivision in
three zones as introduced by Peck (1969, Fig. 3) can
broadly be confirmed also by this new database with
actual case studies (Fig. 10). Especially for deep ex
cavations in soft clay retained with sheet pile walls
settlements were reported which lie within the zones
II and HI. For deep excavations in stiff clay the new

database shows settlements which are clearly
smaller than u{,'“"‘ /H = 0.5.
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zontal wall displacement u,j"“"/H. b. Influence of embedded
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3.3 Influence of the styfness ofthe retaining system

In many previous studies the stiffness of the retain
ing system was identified as an important influence
factor for the performance of deep excavations.
As a first approach in Figure 11 the influence of

the average vertical support spacing li and of the
embedded length t related to the excavation depth H
on the max. horizontal wall displacement uf” is in
vestigated. In soft clay the average vertical support
spacing li varies mainly between 2 m and 4 m, in
average of the 153 case histories li is 3.65 m. The
diagram in Figure lla shows no influence of the av
erage vertical support li on the horizontal wall dis
placements.
As well there seems to be no dependency of the
wall displacements on the magnitude of the embed
ded length t of the wall (Fig. llb). The embedded
length t of retaining walls in soft clay varies between
0.1H and 2.0H, in average tis 0.92H.
There exist different approaches to summarize the
stiffness of a retaining system (retaining wall, sup
porting system) within a single parameter. Based on
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Figure 12. Related max. horizontal wall displacement u,'{'“'/H

depending on the flexibility number K2 by Addenbrooke
(1994) (legend in Fig. 6, K2 as defined by Eq. 2).
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a dimensional analysis Addenbrooke (1994) defined

a 'displacement flexibility’ number as: '

K2 =»log(h5/El) (2)
Addenbrooke postulated that for excavations with
same K2-value nearly the same movements should
be expected. But the analysis in Figure 12 shows

that there is a wide scatter in the measured dis

placements at each flexibility number.

In Figure 13 the max. horizontal wall displace

ment u,'{“"‘ related to the excavation depth H is plotted

versus the system stiffness K1 as defined by Clough
et al. (1989, Eq. 1). Again the data scatter in a wide
range without a clear dependency of- the wall dis
placements on the system stiffness. This result, that

the wall movements are mainly independent from
the stiffness of the retaining wall and the supporting

Figure 14. Influence of the system stiffness and stability number
on wall displacements in soft clay by Goldberg et al. (1976) in
comparison with the results of the new database (legend in Fig. 6).

system, could also be shown for other ground condi
tions (Moormann 2001). Similar results were actually

also gained by Long (2001). The result is of great
practical and economical relevance for the design of
deep excavations. Firstly it proofs that there are fur
ther relevant factors that influence the performance of
deep excavations beside the retaining system and the
ground condition. In addition it suggests that there is
no direct or at least no linear correlation between the
system stiffness and the movements: An additional
increase of system stiffness does not effect an appro
priate additional decrease of movements. This result
of the empirical study is in some way contrary to the
approach often used in practice to limit movements
due to excavations by very stiff retaining systems _
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In this context a numerical study of deep excava
tions in London Clay by Potts & Day (1991) is in
teresting, who showed that the maximum bending
moment of a retaining wall could be reduced by 80%
by using a sheet pile wall instead of a diaphragm wall

resulting in only a slight increase of movements.
Similar results of analytical and numerical investiga
tions are also presented by Wong & Broms (1989).

For strutted excavations in soft ground the de
pendency of the related horizontal wall displacement

u,§"‘”‘/I1 on the safety factor against basal heave

Figure 13 Deep excavations in soft ground: max. horizontal

F OS;,a,e were also investigated by Mana & Clough
(1981). The limits indicated by them can broadly be
confirmed by the new database (Fig. 15).
The approach by Goldberg et al. (1976) to predict
the horizontal wall displacements in dependency of
the system stiffness K1 and the stability number Nb

wall displacement vs. system stiffness defined by Clough et al.
(1989) (legend in Fig. 6).

scattering results of the new database indicate.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
An extensive database of more than 530 mainly very

actual worldwide case histories is the basis for the
empirical study of retaining wall and ground move
ments due to deep excavations presented in this paper.
The database was used to examine the main parame
ters influencing the performance of deep excavations
in soft soil (cu S 75 kN/mz). The main results are:
0 The max. horizontal wall displacements u,§"‘”‘ are

frequently between 0.5%H and 1.0%H, in aver

age equal to 0.87%H _ The max. horizontal
displacement u,'{““ is usually measured in a depth
of z = 0.5H to 1.0H below ground surface. ,
0 The max. vertical settlements at the ground surface

behind a retaining wall uf” are frequently be
tween 0.1%H and 10%H, in average equal o
1.1%H. The settlernent uf” appears usually in a
distance x of S0.5H behind the retaining wall, but

there are cases with x up to 2.0H. The quotient
u,j”""/u;l"”‘ varies mainly but without clear trends
between 0.5 and 1.0.
0 As relevant influence parameters the ground condi
tions and the excavation depth H are identified.

0 There is no empirically provable influence of the

kind of support system (anchored, propped or
top/down method) on the performance of deep ex
cavations also top/down systems tend to show the
smallest movements.
0 The retaining wall and ground movements seem to
be widely independent of the system stiffness of
the retaining system. This lack of dependency in
dicates that, once sufficient stiffness is available,
movements are detemiined by other relevant fac
tors, but an additional increase of system stiffness
does not effects an appropriate additional decrease
of movements.

4

This result, that. should be further investigated
and verified by additional empirical and numeri
cal or analytical studies, indicates a potential for a
redesign of retaining systems and more economic

solutions with retaining systems of reasonable
stiffness.
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